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Regulatory Benefit-Cost Analysis 
• Benefits and cost should be expressed in common terms whenever 

possible

• We monetize benefits using willingness to pay

• Direct market impacts (e.g. commercial fishing)
– Prices signal value
– Need to use the correct value concepts, e.g. consumer and producer surplus

• Non-market impacts require valuation methods
– Few policy impacts have prices determined in competitive markets
– We have to either look for signals of value elsewhere or construct markets 



Non-Market Valuation Methods

• Revealed Preference
– Uses purchases of complementary goods and services to value environmental quality 

– Travel cost/recreation site choice



Travel Cost/Recreation Site Choice
• Collect data on trips to the Bay and 

similar sites

• Develop a probabilistic model of site 
choice based on 
• Distance/travel cost
• Environmental quality
• Other site characteristics
• Demographics

• Random Utility Model 
• Compares the relative influence 

of variables on site choice
• Infers value of non-monetary 

attributes 

• Policy Analysis
• Use results to estimate value of 

environmental changes to 
outdoor recreators



Non-Market Valuation Methods
• Revealed Preference

– Uses purchases of complementary goods and services to value 
environmental quality 

– Travel cost/recreation site choice

– Hedonic property value



Hedonic Property Value 
• Uses data from home sales in 

14 counties with Bay shoreline

• Model sales price as a 
function of
• Distance from Bay
• Water Quality 
• House characteristics
• Neighborhood 

characteristics 

• Use influence of water quality 
on sale price to estimate value 
to home owners



Non-Market Valuation Methods
• Revealed Preference

– Uses purchases of complementary goods and services to value 
environmental quality 

– Travel cost/recreation site choice

– Hedonic property value

– Not all environmental values have complementary markets: non-use value

• Stated Preference
– Uses surveys and questions about hypothetical tradeoffs to value 

environmental changes

– Contingent valuation, choice experiments 



Information Section Choice Experiment Question

9

Similar to travel cost, comparing 
the relative importance of cost 
and water quality allows us to 
estimate willingness to pay.



Non-Market Valuation Methods
• Revealed Preference

– Uses purchases of complementary goods and services to value environmental quality 
– Travel cost/recreation site choice
– Hedonic property value
– Not all environmental values have complementary markets: non-use value

• Stated Preference
– Uses surveys and questions about hypothetical tradeoffs to value environmental 

changes
– Contingent valuation, choice experiments 

• A note on heath impacts
– Cost of illness does not measure willingness to pay
– Beach closures valued via travel cost and stated preference studies are generally used to 

value health risks



Defining Water Quality for Valuation 
• Inputs - usually direct results of policy, e.g. nutrient loadings

• Endpoints - outcomes that people care about, e.g. water clarity, expected catch

• Ecological production functions - the processes by which inputs affect endpoints

• What we need to know depends on our valuation method

• Possible to estimate revealed preference models knowing inputs only
– But if production functions vary over time and/or space our results will be biased

• Stated preference surveys should ask people about endpoints
– When modelers rather than respondents link inputs to endpoints results will at least be 

consistent, if not correct.  



Measuring vs. Modeling

• Policy analysis is both a retrospective 
and predictive exercise 

• We need accurate measurements 
from the past to infer preferences 
from peoples’ choices

• We also need accurate models to 
predict conditions in the future to 
estimate benefits

• Models are also needed when our 
measurement data are incomplete, 
e.g. spatial interpolation 

• While most monitoring occurs in the 
Bay and its tributaries, modeling 
tends to rely on terrestrial data 
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